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Agenda

 Introduction
Andrea Pluckebaum

 BICC Current & Future Projects
Mike Budzik

 Helping Stakeholders with their Data Blind Spots, 
Faculty Hiring and Departures 

David Robledo & Sabrina Tanner

 Reformatting of User Groups 
Taylor Stayback

 Attending a Virtual Conference – HEDW 2020 
Sarah Bauer & Jennifer Littlefield

 Cognos Portal Reorganization Project Review 
Brian York

 Data Community Check-in
All
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“It’s going to make our 

annual audit a breeze!”





REFORMATTING OF USER 

GROUPS

TAYLOR STAYBACK



What is changing?

▪ Tableau User Group and Cognos User 

Group will be combined

▪ New group will not be tool-specific

▪ Meetings will cover more technical topics

▪ New steering committee

▪ New name



New Steering Committee Decisions

▪ Name

▪ Vision

▪ Frequency of meetings

▪ Content of meetings

▪ How the meetings will be run

▪ Looking for a chair or co-chairs



Attending a Virtual Conference HEDW 
April 2020

BI-Advisory Committee Presentation

September 2020

Sarah Bauer, IDA+A

Jennifer Littlefield, Comptroller



HEDW – April 27-29, 2020

Highlights of HEDW (Higher Ed Data Warehousing) 
Conference

Would like discussion at end - if others have attended 
virtual conferences



Transition to Virtual

Conference April 27-29, transition to virtual had to occur quickly

From:

To:

<sigh> 



Keynote – Motivational Speaker

Howie Roseman 
Executive Vice President/General Manager, Philadelphia Eagles

Key Points:

 Data lets you understand your environment and make informed 
decisions

 Show up every day, work hard, be resilient

 When become successful, others see it as an overnight success but it’s 
really hard work, every day

 Blend objective data with subjective info. Encourage open 
communication between those who are data-driven and those who 
rely on personal relationships or ‘gut’ instinct. For example, analysts 
and scouts in sports



In-Person v Virtual

• Didn’t have the ‘in-person’ feeling, fanfare

However:
• Could see and hear him better

• Less distractions

• People asked questions in the chat they may not have asked in person



Sessions



HEDW Session Tracks

• Topics v Speakers – deciding what to attend

• Little easier in the virtual world to switch rooms if the session 
isn’t what you expected



2020 HEDW Annual Survey 

• HEDW Annual Survey
• Organization and Culture

• Technology

• Data Governance

• Higher Ed Issues and Opportunities

• People/Staffing

* May want to break out Data Science separately next year *



Take Away Findings for 2020

• Creating a data-informed culture is most pressing (Organization & 
Culture)

• Predictive analytics & data modeling making a push

• Data governance, including administration, data quality, and 
data definitions still a major need

• Student success still important



Comparison

 Integration has broken 

into the Top 10!



HEDW - Next Year Goals

• Proposals on more advanced levels

• More proposals around:
• Organization and Culture

• Higher Ed issues and opportunities

• Integration

• Pursue virtual professional development opportunities 
throughout the year



Data Governance Highlights

• “Culture Eats Strategy”
• Higher Ed is built around ‘tribal loyalties’
• Data governance is a program, not a project
• Often tied to large projects, like ERP implementation
• Involve information professionals: librarians, research support specialists
• Need to build common ground and document ‘Coke v soda v pop’ 
• Involves change. What’s in it for me v the good of the University
• Ask others ‘can you teach me?’
• Everyone is a data person
• Info catalog, not a data dictionary. Need integration to catalog, connect sources that run the University. 

Collaborate and extend knowledge
• Keywords are so useful. Librarians can offer guidance on keyword strategies
• Metadata – ingredients AND process. 

• Keep it simple, use best practices, produce usable definitions

• Student interns (Data Warehouse Interns)

References available:

• Chief Data Officer – University of Rochester

• Dream House that Data Governance Built - Wash U (St. Louis)

• To Know is to Learn What you Have – Boston College



Infographic – Writing Better 
Definitions

Classifications

Added a fourth several years ago

1. Public

2. Confidential

3. Internal Use Only

4. Strictly Confidential

SSN, Credit Card #s

Boston College - Infographic / Classifications



Analytics

From Statistical Significance to Practical Application: Communicating Predictive 
Results between Analysts and Stakeholders (Heather Chapman, Weber State 
University)

• Role of Analyst is a guide, interpreter, and translator
• Learn to be “bilingual”
• Speaking the language of statistics is not enough, you must speak the stakeholder language 

to be truly valuable, become a data informed citizen, and encourage that growth in others

• To be a data informed citizen:
• Be curious -- Look for opportunities to learn, regardless of content
• Be engaged -- Actively read, watch, or talk to those around you, regardless of their opinion; 

read beyond the headlines
• Be perceptive -- Is this source reliable? Who wrote it? Who sponsored it? Why was it written? 

Is it verifiable? Is it transparent?
• Be critical (of your own views as well as others) -- Actively engage in discussion that is 

different from your own belief system or what you “know” to be true
• Do not believe a single source of truth

• Interpreting data is not easy!



Analytics (continued)

• What do you mean by that? (Cynthia Carlton, University of Rochester) 
• Transparency  Understanding  Trust  Engagement 
• Build a common language that is understandable to anyone
• Functional Definitions = Business Glossary vs Technical Definitions = Data 

Dictionary
• Applying What Do You Mean? (WDYM) logic to Report Information, Data Sources, 

Calculations, Presented Information, and People creates real insight

• Accelerating Analytics Across the Enterprise (Pramod Kunju, University 
of California – Irvine)
• Problem: Business agility, Disparate data sources, Expensive ETL, and Constant 

changes during development
• Answer: Data virtualization (DV)
• By 2020 Organizations Utilizing Data Virtualization Will Spend 45% Budget, Less 

Than Those Who Do Not, on Building and Managing Data Integration Processes 
for Connecting Data Assets. (Gartner)



ETL

• ETL for Power Users? Yes, and we will 
show you how (Kristin Kennedy, Arizona 
State University)



Access, Master Data, & Data Quality

• Creating Better User Groups with ACM and Grouper (Julie Parmenter, Indiana University)
• Problem: Effectively managing 1000s of groups in the BI space
• Answer: New IU Developed software that will create and manage groups, which can be used for a variety of 

purposes, can be applied to Tableau Server, can be used as Active Directory groups, can be used in other 
integrations, and is the User Interface to Grouper

• Results: Improves group security via ACM and ease of use for personnel responsible for system access

• We Don’t Have Suites: tackling master data in an institution of competing business priorities 
(Cynthia Carlton, University of Rochester)
• Problem Statement: designate a system(s) of record and system(s) owner for owned and lease buildings, 

including meta data such as mail to address, building numbers, room usage, etc. and data must be 
consistently maintained

• Lessons Learned

• Data Cleansing using the Google Places API (Charles Rosenberg, PhD, University of Rochester)
• Worked with datasets to match secondary and post-secondary schools from across the world with spelling 

inconsistencies that are entered by students and those schools from the college board list which isn’t 100% 
complete

• Used Google Place API to update data entered by students and attempt to match it with college board list
• Uses a free tool that is easy to access to avoid extensive manual work to look up, match, and validate noisy 

data



Technology, Tools

• SAS,R, Python, Power BI

• Regression, Analytics, AI

• Modularizing with dbt

• API Directory Adoption

• ETL for Power Users

• Creating Better User Groups with ACM and Grouper

• Data virtualization

• Data Cleansing

• Master Data

• Data Management

• Agile development

• Building a data warehouse for Workday Student



Overall Reaction to a Virtual 
Conference

Conference was end of April so early in the pandemic 



In-Person v Virtual - Overall

Missed:
• Seeing colleagues and presentations in person

• * Networking and informal conversations* 

• Experiencing a different campus, different part of the country

• Interaction at the vendor booths with others who use the software

• Flow of asking questions. Questions were held til the end, Chat box for technical 
issues

However:
• Had Zoom rooms for the vendors and could reserve a time
• If had more planning time, could have had better BOF (birds of a feather) rooms and 

some informal rooms
• No technology issues
• No travel issues
• ½ days allowed to time to do other work, reduced registration fee
• Committee very open to suggestions for upcoming year



Group Discussion

Others’ virtual conference experiences?
• Impressions

• Plan to attend a virtual conference? 

• Plan to attend a shorter virtual event? 

• Professional development? 

Thank you, let’s stay in touch re: professional development.

Going Forward
• Staying current with 

skills/ trends

• Building relationships



COGNOS PORTAL REORGANIZATION

BRIAN YORK



Cognos Portal Reorganization Project

Goal
This project will assess the current Cognos report structure and identify 
opportunities for better organization, re-naming, cleanup and consolidation, 
resulting in a smaller set of reports that are easier to navigate and maintain.

Objectives
Assess the inventory of existing reports

Engage with report consumers and other stakeholders to understand their needs 
related to reports’ organization

Identification and adoption of standard reporting structure

Cleanup the existing environment i.e. execute the recommended changes 

Determine a sustainable process for managing the reports going forward (report 
curation)

Establish reporting governance structure



Cognos Portal Reorganization Project

Key Requirements
 A Cognos content structure that

 is optimized for consumers

 consistent

 repeatable for onboarding new areas of the university

 tolerates department name changes and org structure changes

 Merged security framework

Next Steps
 Complete Project Charter

 Establish agreed upon schedule and communication plan



DATA COMMUNITY CHECK-IN



Professional Development Reflection Networking Discussion

 What was one professional highlight this 
month/quarter?

 What did you do this month/quarter to step 
out of your comfort zone?

 What are you really good at and/or what bores 
you?

 What are three things you are grateful for at 
work?

 What is one thing you are looking forward to 
this semester/quarter?

 Is cereal soup? Why or why not?
 Do you show or hide paragraph marks and 

hidden symbols in word?
 What’s really popular now that will be passé in 

5+ years?
 What’s a fun way to answer an everyday 

question (e.g. How’s it going, what do you do)?
 What would be the coolest animal to scale 

down to the size of a squirrel? 

First, introduce yourself and then discuss…



THANK YOU


